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where the matrices are subject to certain conditions ( §1), and the expansion of the determinant matrix in terms of the solutions. Part II deals with the second problem, the existence of characteristic numbers X and p. for the equations u(x) = X / K(x, y) u(y)dy + ¡i I L(x, y) u (y) dy, Ja Ja
v(s) = X I M (s,t)v(t)dt-¡i I N(s, t) v (t) dt,
where the kernels are subject to certain conditions ( §3), and the expansion of arbitrary functions of two variables in terms of the characteristic functions.
* Presented to the Society, October 25, 1919.
t Grundzüge einer allgemeinen Theorie der linearen Integralgleichungen, pp. 262-267. % Theorems of oscillation for two linear differential equations of the second order with two parameters, these Transactions, vol. 13 (1912) , pp. 22-34. § Ein zweiparametriges Oscillationstheorem, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1910, pp. 586-594. 198 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use I. Linear equations in infinitely many unknowns 1. Existence of solutions. Consider the system of linear equations (1) where the matrices K, L, M, N are real and symmetric, the sum of the squares of the elements in each matrix is convergent, the two matrices L and N axe positive definite and k^n^ -\-/y-m^O. We shall show that under these conditions there exist values of X and ¡i for which the equations (1) have solutions of finite norm and not identically zero, that is, neither {w,} nor \vk\ is identically zero. The method consists of the elimination of ¡x from (1), the transformation of the resulting system of equations in the one parameter X into a system of the form (9) for which the existence of characteristic numbers X¿ has already been established, the substitution of these X, in one system of equations of (1), and the proof of the existence of corresponding characteristic numbers ¡xia, and finally the proof that X¿ and ¡iia axe also characteristic numbers for the other equations of (1).
The elimination of ¡i in (1) gives the system
Since L and N are positive definite their characteristic numbers are positive; call them a; and ßk. The matrices formed from the corresponding solutions In and nt, are orthogonal,* and hence the system (2) is equivalent to 
By hypothesis Sy &"■ converges, and lim w->-8 2"¿ _ " fey = 0. Hence the matrix kijbkiai/(ai + j8fe) is completely continuous, and similarly for mkfi^kl (a,-+ /3É). This shows that akJc\ is completely continuous.
From the inequality If" + -)
it follows that atv/cfv is completely continuous. The matrix a^/cfn is symmetric, and not identically zero since KN + LM &0, hence there exist* values of X for which the system (7) t, cgv has solutions of finite norm. From this it follows that the system (8) z( = \J2a-fzv has solutions {z{ = y^} of finite norm for the same value of X. Since the matrix af,/c{ is completely continuous the adjoint* system o) *i = x£5i*;
v ct also has solutions {x*(\ of finite norm. For each value of X there is only a finite number of linearly independent solutions of (8) and an equal number of linearly independent solutions of (9), and the relation between the solutions of (8) and (9) is
A solution \X(\ of (9) leads to a solution {Xik }, such that 2 ¡ k xik is convergent, of the system (11) J^kjXjk + X)« kixu = X ^ (kijXjinu + kjXj¡mki).
We shall show later that xik either has the form u¿vk, or is a sum of such terms. Return to the system (1), and let X be a value for which the system (11) has a solution xik. Assume first that u¡ is the only solution of (12) «.* = X £ kiSu* i
with the understanding that {u¡} may be = 0, and that 2,m*2 = 0. There exists a limited matrix f P such that P = \K + \PK -U*U*', where
If the system
has a solution U(x) besides U*(x) for u = 0, then U(x) satisfies U(x) = ix{LU(x) + PLU(x)} + cU*(x), (14) (U*, LU)=0.
* Hubert, loc. cit., p. 165.
Also if (14) has a solution U(x), this solution satisfies (13), and the two equations (13) and (14) have the same solutions except for U*(x). The two equations of (14) may be expressed by one equation, for from the second part it follows that c(U*, LU*)= -/*[([/*, LLU) + (U*, LPLU)], and the substitution of this valúe for c gives
The equations (14) and (15) have the same solutions except for U*(x). To establish the existence of characteristic numbers of (15), consider the system
AU the solutions of (15) satisfy (16), and any solution U(x) of (16) A solution of (16) corresponding to ¡io is U*(x), the solution of (13) for ¡i = 0. By adding multiples of U*(x) any other solution of (16) corresponding to no can be made to satisfy (17), and hence we may assume that the systems (13) and (16) have the same solutions. The matrix R in (16) is such that the product of R by the symmetric positive definite matrix L is symmetric, and therefore* characteristic numbers ¡ia exist and are real, \LUa(x)\ is the adjoint system of the system of solutions Ua(x) and the matrix R may be expressed in terms of the solutions in the following form:
(18) R'LF(x) = £ LUa(x)(LF,Ua)t * A. J. Pell, Linear equations with unsymmetric systems of coefficients, these T r a n s a c • where F(x) is any limited linear form. From this expansion it follows not only that (16) and (13) have solutions besides U*(x), but also that the system of all the solutions Ua(x) of the equations (19) Ua(x)=*KUa(x) + nJ.Ua (x) is such that the system }LUa(x)} is complete. Suppose that F(x) is such that (F,LUa) = 0;
then from (16) and the expansion for R the linear form
is such that LU*(x)(G,LU*) (U*,LU*)
The only G(x) which satisfies this is G(x) = kU*(x). From the definition of the matrix P it follows that if
then LF(x) = cU*(x), and therefore F(x) = 0. Hence the system \LUa(x)\ is complete. If the system (12) had more than one linearly independent solution, similar considerations would show that again the system {LUa(x)} is a complete system. From (11) we obtain solutions Va(x) of the second system of equations of
(1) by multiplying by Ua, 
Expansion of the determinant matrix.
Since every solution uai, vak of finite norm of (19) and (20) satisfies (9), only a finite number of vak can be different from zero. It has been shown that \LUa(x)\ is a complete system, and therefore « *•*= 12UccÍ"ock, a=l for otherwise the difference between the left and right hand sides would be orthogonal to LUa(x).
We may therefore assume that the solutions of (11) are in the form of products uaivak. Let u¡(x), v¡(s) be solutions of (22) 
